Event: Streak for Tigers
Terms and Conditions and things to know

Event pack: After registering, all tiger streakers will receive an official confirmation email. Please keep hold of this and bring it with
you on the evening of the event. Tiger Streakers will also receive a confirmation letter and fundraising pack in the post shortly after
registering.
Participants and spectators: All participants and spectators must be over the age of 18 on the day of the event. Photo ID will be
required on the night for everyone entering into the ZSL site (Participants and spectators). If ZSL believes anyone to be under the
minimum age, they will be required to show ID. Failure to do so will result in non-admittance into the zoo. ZSL will not refund any
registration and spectators tickets to anyone whom has signed up under the age of 18.
Registrations and refunds: By signing up to this event, all individual tiger streakers are paying a non-refundable registration fee of
£20 and pledging to raise a minimum of £150 towards ZSL’s work with Tigers. If you would prefer to sign up as a team of 2, your
team will be required to pay a fee of £90 and pledge to raise £700. Please note that all registrations are non-refundable. Due to
unexpected health and safety reasons on the day, the Streak for Tigers event may have to be reduced or altered to accommodate
unexpected complications (for example, flooding). Please note that ZSL reserve the right to cancel your booking if a minimum
number of participants do not book into the event.

If for any reason you do choose to forfeit your ticket within the event, we request that you inform ZSL as soon as possible, to allow for
another supporter to enter in your place. No ticket to the event may be re-sold without prior written consent from ZSL. If any person
attempts to enter the Streak for Tigers event at ZSL London Zoo with a ticket that has been re-sold without ZSL’s written consent,
ZSL may refuse entry and no compensation is payable to that person by ZSL.
Access: You ticket into the event does not include entry into the zoo for the day. The event opens at 19:00pm. Please do not arrive
before this time as you will be refused entry. All day visitors to the zoo will be required to leave before we can allow the event
participants and spectators in for the evening. The evening will be limited to the central area within ZSL London Zoo and the
surrounding lawns. No animal houses will be open. Please note that the streak is likely to take a maximum of 5-20 minutes.

Tiger streakers will enter ZSL London Zoo via main entrance. Streakers must come fully clothed as you will undress once inside the
grounds within a private area. Under no circumstances, must you arrive unclothed (Imagine what Camden Police would say!)
Changing areas and storage: There are changing facilities and Streakers will be able to store their bags within a secure area which
will be managed by ZSL staff. Any bags left unattended may be removed for security reasons. All Baggage will need to be collected
immediately after the streak has been completed. The changing and baggage area will close at 9:00pm on the evening of the event.
All baggage and clothes will then be stored within in a secure area

Please note that all belongings are left at your own risk. ZSL

accepts no responsibility for damage to or loss of personal property brought onto the premises. There is no storage for spectators
baggage on the evening of the event.
Assembly area: Once inside ZSL London Zoo, all Tiger streakers are required to register. Streakers can then remove their clothes in
the private participants’ area. Streakers will assemble for the streak within Central Court at 20:00pm. All streakers will be given a foil
to wrap around themselves until they start their streak. At a count down into the event, Streakers will be asked to remove their foils
and hand these to a marshal. Streakers will then commence on the Streak for Tigers!
Route, start and finish location: The Streak for Tigers route has been designed so that all Tiger streakers can be viewed at all
times on a very short streak within ZSL London Zoo. The chosen route is out of view from the road and park. When streakers
complete the course they will be given a wrap to cover up with as they finish within the central area of Barclay Court again. Streakers
can of course carry on and always do another lap!

The finish area will not be a venue for prolonged naked socialising. So when Streakers have found friends, taken your photographs
and celebrated the highlights of the Tiger Streak, please get dressed and continue celebrations by finishing the evening with a drink
from one of our outlets within Barclay Court and a walk through Tiger Territory.
Dispersal: All Tiger streakers must get dressed before leaving ZSL London Zoo. If streakers return into the Central court naked (not
using the provided wrap), please show consideration for others.
Media and photography: This event has been designed as a fundraising event and as one that will help to raise the profile of ZSL’s
work with Tigers. Therefore this very unique event is likely to receive much media attention leading up to it and on the evening. By
signing up to this event, Streakers and spectators are consenting to photographs and filming taking place throughout the evening.
Unfortunately we cannot confirm that no filming/photography will be taken of the streakers and spectators. By entering the Streak for
Tigers event you give permission for the free use of your name, voice or picture in any broadcast, telecast, advertising, promotion or
any other account of this event. You also understand that photographs may be taken of you during the event that may be used to
publicise future events and the work of the charity generally.
Contact details: Tiger Streakers and spectators are personally responsible for updating the organisers with any new address and
telephone details. It is your responsibility to check prior to purchase that the information you have supplied to us in respect of your
registration requirements as a participant/spectator is accurate. We are only responsible for registering you in accordance with the
information you provide.
Sponsorship: The Streak for Tigers is a new and very unique event for ZSL. This is an important fundraising event for ZSL so we
ask all participants to raise as much as they can in sponsorship. You agree to raise all money using legal methods and complying
with any advice given by ZSL.
Health and Fitness: The event has been designed as a low risk event for the averagely-fit person. All Streakers should satisfy
themselves that they are in good health and physically able to participate in the Streak for Tigers event. If in doubt, participants
should consult a GP or hospital doctor prior to the event.
Foot wear: All Participants must wear footwear to take part in the streak and we recommend running trainers if you are planning on
jogging the route.
Risks: ZSL has a comprehensive risk assessment process for each event which aims to minimise or eliminate the risk to everyone
taking part. However, by taking part in this event, you acknowledge that there may be conditions or circumstances beyond our control
that can lead to unforeseen risks.
Drugs and Alcohol: ZSL asks that participants and spectators do not smoke during the event. For the safety of all concerned,
participants/spectators do not drink alcohol or take drugs before or during the event. Individuals who appear to be under the influence
of either alcohol or drugs will not be allowed to take part in the Streaking for Tigers event or be allowed on the ZSL London Zoo site.
ZSL reserves the right, in its absolute discretion, to refuse entry into or remove from an Attraction, any person. This includes but is
not limited to a person who:•

has behaved in a manner which, in the opinion of ZSL

•

has, or is likely to, adversely affect the animals at the Attraction or the safety or enjoyment of other visitors;

•

has used threatening, abusive or insulting words or behaviour or in any way provokes

•

or behaves in a manner which may provoke a breach of the peace or may disturb animals;

•

is or appears to be under the influence of drugs or alcohol.

Data Protection - Please be aware that by registering you authorise ZSL to process your personal and sensitive data in accordance
with the Data Protection Act 1998 for the purposes of this event. By ticking the box on our registration form you agree to ZSL using
your personal and sensitive data for the purposes outlined above.

To prevent offensive weapons or dangerous articles from being taken into an Attraction, visitors are admitted subject to a condition
that, if requested to do so, they will allow themselves and/or their belongings to be searched by ZSL staff.

It is prohibited to take into an Attraction:

•

skateboards, rollerblades, roller-skates, bikes, scooters and other forms of personal transport;

•

balls, frisbees, balloons or any other similar item; pets or animals of any nature;

•

any weapons, fireworks, smoke bombs, glass bottles, blades, flammable liquids or other articles that may cause injury.

Disclaimer: I herby apply to participate/spectate in this event. I accept and agree that neither the organisers nor officials, the land
owners, sponsors and fellow competitors shall be liable in any way, or in any circumstances, for damages or injury that I may suffer
during this event. I understand and agree to abide by the terms and conditions of the event (above) and the rules of the organisers,
(below). I agree to participate/spectate in this event at my own risk. I agree to take part safely with consideration for others. I agree
that the conditions of my entry state that I will follow the instructions given. My signature on the entry form or clicking on the box in
the online entry confirms my acceptance of these conditions of entry. If during the event I am involved an incident with a third party I
will ensure that I pass on all my details - it is not the responsibility of the event organisers.

